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ABSTRACT
Authentication, authorization and digital identity management are core features required by secure digital
systems. Therein, authorization is the key component for regulating the detailed access credentials to
required service resources. Authorization, therefore, plays a significant role in the trust management of
autonomous devices and services. Due to the heterogeneous nature of Cyber-Physical Systems and the
Internet of Things, several authorization techniques using different access control models, accounts, groups,
tokens, and delegations have both strengths and weaknesses. There exists many literature studies on other
main security requirements such as authentication, identity management and confidentiality. However, there
is a need for a comprehensive review on different authorization techniques in Cyber Physical systems
and Internet of Things. A specific target of this paper is authorization in the Cyber Physical system and
Internet of Things networks with non-constrained devices in industrial context with mobility, subcontractors,
and autonomous machines that are able to carry out advanced tasks on behalf of others. We study
the different authorization techniques using our three-dimensional classification including access control
models, sub-granting models and authorization governance. We focus on the state of the art on authorization
sub-granting, including delegation techniques by access control/authorization server and self-contained
authorization using a new concept of Power of Attorney. Comparison is performed on several parameters
such as type of communication, method of authorization, control of expiration, and use of techniques such
as public-key certificate, encryption techniques, and tokens. The results show the differences and similarities
of server-based and Power of Attorney based authorization sub-granting. The most common standards are
also analyzed in light of those classifications.

INDEX TERMS Authorization, access control models, Cyber Physical Systems (CPS), Internet of Things
(IoT), sub-granting, delegation, Power of Attorney (PoA), OAuth

I. INTRODUCTION1

THE wider implementation of connected devices makes2

a significant increase in business revenue. Nowadays,3

enterprises invest in machine to machine (M2M) communi-4

cation, Internet of Things (IoT) and Cyber Physical Systems5

(CPS) to increase competitiveness in different domain areas6

such as vehicular communication [1] [2], healthcare [3],7

smart homes [4] [5] and smart grids [6].8

The IoT technology connects things and smart objects, that9

can sense and monitor the surrounding environments, process10

and transmit the collected sensor data. Currently, the number11

of connected things have reached to billions or trillions in12

the world. Industrial IoT (IIoT) is a subset of IoT, which13

is used in automated M2M and industrial communications14

to connect all industrial assets. A CPS system integrates in-15

ternet technology and advanced electronic/mechanic devices16

so that they can communicate with each other through data17

exchanges. The CPS uses computer-based algorithms for the18

automated and controlled working of hardware and software19

components in the network. Compared to the IoT, which is20

mainly about interconnection of things by the Internet and21

exchanging data between each other, a CPS is typically more22

domain-specific with interaction between more advanced,23

often semi-autonomous, physical and cyber environments24

by the integration of algorithmic computations. A common25

aspect is that both IoT and CPS have high security and26

privacy concerns [7].27

A. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS28

The main security requirements [8] are identity management,29

authentication, authorization, confidentiality, and integrity30

which are interconnected to provide different aspects of31
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security.32

Identity management is the process of managing identity33

information such as userID, certificates, biometric informa-34

tion, tokens, etc. Identity information is the basis of security35

mechanisms such as authentication and authorization [9].36

Authentication is the process to verify users in a system37

to prevent malicious access. Digital signatures and the public38

key certificate are typically used to achieve authentication.39

Public key certificates are issued by a third-party Certificate40

Authority (CA) to certify the public key of the user [8].41

Several works have been done on authentication schemes42

for IoT applications such as smart grids [10] and vehicular43

networks based on VANETs (Vehicular ad hoc Networks)44

with vehicles equipped with an onboard unit (OBU), a trusted45

authority (TA), and a roadside unit (RSU) along with two46

modes of communication types such as V2V (Vehicle-to-47

Vehicle) and V2I (Vehicle-to-Infrastructure) [2] [11].48

Authorization is the process of controlling access to pro-49

tected resources using different access control models and50

access privileges. The authorization techniques ensure that51

only legitimate users access the protected resources, thus52

preventing unauthorized access.53

Confidentiality includes techniques such as encryption to54

protect the privacy of the data transmission. Integrity includes55

the security techniques such as hashing to protect the data56

from unauthorized modifications.57

B. CHALLENGES58

Traditional challenges in the area of CPS and IoT are to meet59

different security requirements that prevent attackers from60

exploiting vulnerabilities. CPS and IoT devices are hetero-61

geneous and complex in nature and part of critical infras-62

tructure. This demands high-level security in all systems and63

sub-systems [12]. Security challenges have emerged, making64

people more vigilant in CPS and IoT device security because65

several attacks have caused a huge loss in revenue [13].66

Many of the malicious attacks are caused by the illegitimate67

access [14]. Illegitimate user login to a device may establish68

a backdoor which enables the attacker to perform malicious69

activities in the entire network [15]. Several attacks such as70

Denial of Service-Mirai and other botnets [16] [17], Sybil71

attack [18], routing attacks [19] demands high-level security72

requirements.73

New challenges occur when CPS are to perform tasks74

on behalf of their owners or managers. In such cases there75

are needs to delegate various responsibilities from time to76

time. For this there is a strong dependence on authorization77

techniques. There are different access control models with78

both strengths and weaknesses to achieve authorization in79

connected devices. However, finding an appropriate autho-80

rization model according to the specific application scenario81

is a challenge. In CPS and IoT applications, there are OAuth-82

like solutions that enable third-party services to access au-83

thorized resource stored on protected locations on behalf of a84

resource owner. There are different open research questions85

and challenges such as cross-site request forgery, redirect86

attack, state leak attack with these delegation-based autho-87

rization techniques. In industrial CPS and IoT ecosystems,88

with contractors and device mobility, the devices owned89

by contractors are used to sign on to systems of the main90

industry owner. This introduces the need for sub-granting91

systems that are used to grant the power or privileges from92

the main industry owner to trusted contractors and further93

on to their trusted IoT and CPS devices to perform tasks94

on behalf of them. This area of sub-granting techniques in95

self-contained authorization has several challenges and open96

research questions.97

C. OTHER SURVEYS98

In this area, many interesting works have been done that sur-99

vey different security mechanisms which outline and analyze100

similar research findings. Michal Trnka [20] discusses au-101

thentication, authorization, and identity management for CPS102

and IoT applications. They successfully categorize different103

security approaches from multiple perspectives. El-hajj M et104

al. [21] surveys different authentication schemes in IoT. The105

paper also discusses the challenging integration of different106

authentication mechanisms in CPS and IoT applications.107

Bilal et al. [22] identifies security issues that could cause108

session hijacking in web applications using OpenID and109

provide a solution to prohibit such hijacking in single sign-on110

web scenarios. The survey by A. Ouaddah et al. [23] points111

out the use of eXtensible Access Control Markup Language112

(XACML) access control policies in IoT to solve many issues113

related to interoperability, context awareness, and granular-114

ity. Bertin et al. in [24] surveys the different access control115

models and access control architectures and protocols such116

as Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML), XACML,117

and Open Authorization (OAuth). A comprehensive literature118

review of access control in IoT is discussed by Sowmya119

Ravidas et al. [25] which is very helpful to categorize CPS120

and IoT applications based on different access control models121

and J. Qiu et al. [26] also summarizes various access control122

models based on IoT systems. Saghir M et al. [27] addresses123

the differences in using traditional and decentralized access124

control models in IoT.125

D. SCOPE126

In contrast to the above-mentioned surveys, which mainly127

address CPS and IoT security based on different authentica-128

tion techniques and access control models, the scope of this129

paper is primarily on authorization. Taking the new security130

challenges into consideration, the relevance of authorization131

techniques is increasing, as they allow devices to access132

allocated resources that can be managed by access control133

mechanisms [28]. The authorization mechanisms used in134

CPS and IoT systems can differ depending on the nature135

of heterogeneous devices with varying capabilities, memory,136

and CPU capacities [29].137

Many studies in CPS and IoT domain areas are com-138

prised of resource-constrained devices such as sensors and139

actuators. However, many mobile and industrial application140
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scenarios assume semi autonomous devices with sufficient141

resources and computing power. For instance, an autonomous142

car to access protected resources on-behalf of the user. In143

this case, autonomous car is not a resource constrained144

device. The scope of this paper is authorization techniques145

in CPS and IoT domains with devices that are not resource146

constrained.147

In mobile and industrial scenarios, an important autho-148

rization concept is sub-granting, in which a primary user149

delegates his/her access privileges to another user (secondary150

user) whom he/she trusts. The scope of this paper is to cover151

general authorization models at high level and sub-granting152

models more specifically. In this, the OAuth protocol is a153

well-known example of delegation-based authorization, in154

which services are given access to protected resources on155

behalf of authorized users. The PoA-based authorization ap-156

proach provides authorization for devices to sign on behalf of157

its owner using PoA, which is a completely generic and self-158

contained document. PoAs are not generated by any third-159

party security servers, it is the user who creates and signs160

the PoA. The user has full control over the PoA generation161

and the information contained in the PoA is defined by162

the principal or the person who generates PoA. It does not163

require a specific account for the device. It uses the owner’s164

account with limited features for a defined time. These newer165

self-contained techniques have their own set of issues and166

challenges.167

E. CONTRIBUTIONS168

We focus on authorization techniques providing general con-169

tributions and special contributions. The general contribu-170

tions of this paper are:171

• A high-level overview and evaluation of access control172

models with respect to authorization, including an anal-173

ysis of strengths and weaknesses of each approach.174

• We cover different access management standards and175

protocols in light of the above evaluation and to build176

the ground for our special contributions coming next.177

We target specifically authorization techniques that are178

used in the CPS and IoT networks. In particular, industrial179

and business context, which involve mobility, subcontractors,180

and autonomous machines that are not resource-constrained181

such as autonomous vehicles [11] and are able to carry out182

advanced tasks on behalf of others. The special contributions183

of this paper are the following:184

• A description of the state of art on sub-granting tech-185

niques including identity delegation at the authentica-186

tion level, delegation by access control/authorization187

server and a new concept of Power of Attorney (PoA).188

• A brief comparison of benefits and drawbacks of gov-189

ernance strategies based on centralization vs decentral-190

ization. This is to put the sub-granting models into a191

context.192

In our approach, the classification is done in three different193

dimensions: access control models, sub-granting models, and194

FIGURE 1. Our classification in three dimensions performed in the paper

authorization governance [Fig. 1]. The classes of access195

control models include Discretionary Access Control (DAC),196

Mandatory Access Control (MAC), Role-Based Access Con-197

trol (RBAC), Organization-Based Access Control (OrBAC),198

Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC), CapBAC based au-199

thorization, and Usage Control (UCON). The classes of sub-200

granting models include the identity delegation at the authen-201

tication level, the delegation by access control/authorization202

server, and the self-contained PoA-based authorization. The203

classes of authorization governance include centralized and204

decentralized authorization.205

The access management standards that we discuss in206

this paper, related to our classification, are OAuth, SAML,207

XACML, and Next Generation Access Control (NGAC).208

F. PAPER STRUCTURE209

In this survey, we first discuss and analyze different access210

control models (section II). After the discussion of traditional211

authorization techniques using access control models, section212

III defines and compares different sub-granting models: A)213

identity delegation at the authentication level B) delegation214

by access control/authorization server, and C) PoA-based215

authorization. In section IV, we discuss different access216

management standards, which are related to or falls under217

either two of the dimensions in our classification; access218

control models (section II) and sub-granting models (section219

III). In section V, we define different types of authorization220

governance. In this survey, we also provide our observations,221

analysis and open research issues (section VI), and finally,222

section VII concludes the paper.223

II. ACCESS CONTROL MODELS224

Access control is the first dimension of our classification. It225

is the mechanism to determine if a user is granted or denied226

access to a resource or object based on certain rules (autho-227
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rization) [28]. The access control policies mainly include two228

phases: the policy definition phase and the policy enforce-229

ment phase. Authorization is the function implemented in the230

policy definition phase to authorize the access.231

In the second phase that is; the policy enforcement phase,232

the decision is made for the access requests based on the au-233

thorizations in the first phase. From traditional access control234

models such as DAC and MAC to newer and secure access235

control models are used as part of authorization frameworks236

in CPS and IoT ecosystems. The subsections below, discuss237

different access control models based on authorization.238

A. DISCRETIONARY ACCESS CONTROL239

DAC is an identity-based access control model, where the240

user has complete control over his/her resources (objects).241

The owner or user determines the set of permissions and242

access to his/her resources by other users. DAC can be im-243

plemented using several approaches such as Access Control244

Lists (ACL) [28], access matrix, capability list, and autho-245

rization table [25]. The model is called discretionary because246

the user has all the rights to specify the permissions and247

controls for his/her objects. It is commonly used by various248

operating systems such as Linux, UNIX, windows, and many249

other network operating systems for file system management250

[30].251

B. MANDATORY ACCESS CONTROL252

MAC unlike DAC is controlled by a centralized admin-253

istration or controller. Even though the user owns certain254

resources, the permissions and access control over these re-255

sources are decided by the administrator. The access control256

is based on a hierarchical model, where users are classified257

and distinguished based on a certain security level. The user258

at a higher security level has more access power than others.259

Because of this centralized control, MAC is said to be a260

more secure access control model and is used by many261

governmental organizations. However, it is not practically262

feasible to use this model in a large network, because of its263

centralized administration nature. This makes it inappropriate264

to use in internet-based applications [31].265

C. ROLE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL266

Role-based authorization is widely used and various com-267

mercial implementations are available. This type of autho-268

rization regulates access to a network or system based on269

the role of the user. The role is defined as a set of ac-270

tions, permissions, or responsibilities provided to a user in271

a particular network or organization. The rights assigned for272

different roles are overlapping and therefore role hierarchies273

are commonly used in role-based authorization [32]. Most of274

the organizations have role groups such as top secret, secret,275

confidential, and sensitive. The authorization is based on276

these role groups or roles. The major components involved in277

the role-based authorization are users, roles, and permissions.278

D. ORGANIZATION-BASED ACCESS CONTROL279

Authorization-based security policies of organizations are280

commonly implemented and evaluated using OrBAC. The281

OrBAC model which is an extension to RBAC is a centralized282

authorization model with two levels of abstraction. They are283

the concrete level and the abstract level. The subjects, actions,284

and objects are included in the concrete level and the abstract285

level defines roles, activities, and views [33].286

E. ATTRIBUTE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL287

In an attribute-based authorization system, users are identi-288

fied and authorized using the attributes provided by them.289

The client who requests a service can provide attributes290

such as X.509 entity certificates, X.509 attribute certificates,291

SAML attribute assertions, Lightweight Directory Access292

Protocol (LDAP) attributes, and handle system attributes.293

Sometimes, attributes are sent before digitally signing it294

using the private keys, and few others are embedded in295

encrypted messages and received over protected channels.296

The attributes are presented to the authorization server or297

module to access the requested service. In this type of autho-298

rization system, users and authorization systems need not be299

in the same security domain. Attribute-based authorization300

along with SAML and XACML is used by several systems301

such as organization management, web services [34], and302

grid computing [35].303

Encryption-based access control uses public-key cryptog-304

raphy for access control. The access control combines en-305

cryption algorithm with ABAC. The encryption-based access306

control achieves the security requirement confidentiality, by307

protecting the privacy of user data. Using encryption-based308

access control, the access control policy attributes can be309

incorporated into the ciphertext making the access control310

mobile [36]. Incorporating access policies into the ciphertext311

allows for the policy enforcement point (PEP) to be mobile312

and even decentralized and distributed as each data hosting313

party can serve as a PEP. Encryption-based access control fits314

naturally into ABAC due to its attribute nature, but can also315

support RBAC considering attributes are required to validate316

its group-based roles.317

The different types of encryption-based access con-318

trol models are role-based encryption (RBE), timed-release319

encryption (TRE), identity-based encryption (IBE), and320

attribute-based encryption (ABE) [37]. The ABE [38] is of321

two types: Ciphertext Policy ABE (CP-ABE) and Key Policy322

ABE (KP-ABE). The CP-ABE type integrates the user’s key323

with the attributes and the ciphertext with the access policy.324

The KP-ABE type integrates the user’s key with the access325

policy and the ciphertext with the attributes [39].326

F. CAPBAC BASED AUTHORIZATION327

The Capability-Based Access control (CapBAC) is based328

on token authorization, where the users are granted access329

based on tokens (such as keys or tickets). Here, the capability330

points to the authorization token. This token uniquely refers331
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to the resources (object) along with a set of permissions and332

controls [26] [40].333

Unlike DAC, CapBAC does not provide much importance334

for identity management, which makes it less complicated335

in dealing with access control in cross-domain contexts.336

In this system, the user submits his/her capability to the337

service provider to demonstrate his/her permissions over the338

object or resource. Hence, the service provider does not have339

to check if the user is authorized to access the requested340

resource [41].341

G. USAGE CONTROL342

UCON is a newer security model that combines traditional343

access control, trust management, and DRM to provide a344

more general-purpose which protects digital resources and345

controls the usage of sensitive information [42]. In this346

model, policies are specified in terms of the attributes of the347

subject and object [25].348

H. ANALYSIS OF ACCESS CONTROL MODELS349

There has been done a lot of works in CPS and IoT autho-350

rization using different access control models. The qualitative351

analysis of different access control models in CPS and IoT352

has been done by others using the metrics such as scalability,353

usability, flexibility, interoperability, context awareness, dis-354

tribution, real-time, heterogeneity, lightweight, user-driven,355

and granularity [43].356

The different access control models we discuss in this357

paper are A) DAC, B) MAC, C) RBAC, D) OrBAC, E)358

ABAC, F) CapBAC based authorization, and G) UCON. In359

Table 1, we analyze and classify the strengths and weak-360

nesses of the above-defined access control models [26] [37],361

which shows the significant differences between these access362

control models. This may help to determine the suitable363

access control model following its strengths and weaknesses.364

The appropriate access control model for a specific use-365

case scenario is selected based on the needs, considering the366

strengths and weaknesses of the access control model. In367

Table 2, we classify the existing CPS and IoT application368

frameworks based on different access control models. The369

classification shows the use of specific access control models370

according to the use-case scenario along with other metrics371

such as authorization governance and sub-granting models.372

Table 3 provides the strengths and weaknesses of the existing373

authorization frameworks in Table 2.374

III. SUB-GRANTING MODELS375

Sub-granting models is the second dimension of our classifi-376

cation. In a classical society, people tend to provide access to377

certain resources (granting) by sharing their credentials such378

as passwords or passcode. This way of granting access often379

results in unauthorized access or misuse of the credentials380

provided.381

Delegation-based authorization is the process of granting382

authorization of a user to another user in a more secure way.383

For example, in an organization, there will be employees384

at different authority levels. On specific occasions, the em-385

ployee at a top-level can grant his/her credentials to another386

employee at a low-level, so that the low-level employee387

can access protected resources on behalf of the high-level388

employee with the user permissions and features of the high-389

level employee. This is the procedure of user delegation to390

access protected resources. Mainly there are three different391

types of delegations: A) Identity delegation at authentication392

level, B) delegation by access control/authorization server,393

and C) Power-of-Attorney based authorization. Sub-granting394

is independent of the first dimension in our classification, i.e.,395

access control models. However, in current proposals, we see396

that sub-granting so far is often used with ABAC or RBAC.397

A. IDENTITY DELEGATION AT AUTHENTICATION LEVEL398

In identity delegation at the authentication level, the effective399

identity, which is the identity granted to the access control400

system is different from the validated identity, which is the401

identity concluded by the authentication system. Here, the402

identity of the person who grants authorization (delegator)403

and the one who receives the authorization (delegatee) are404

considered effective. The sudo and su commands in UNIX405

are an example of identity delegation in operating systems406

[79].407

Mercredi and Frey [80] propose a user delegation model,408

where the principal (the user who grants access) allows the409

other user to sign on his/her behalf.410

Anggorojati et al. [81] propose an access delegation411

method based on the Capability-based Context-Aware Ac-412

cess Control (CCAAC) model for machine-to-machine com-413

munication in IoT. They propose models of the delegation of414

authority to achieve the flexibility of the access control sys-415

tem and which is suitable for pervasive IoT. Here, an entity416

referred to as IoT Federation Manager (IoT-FM) authorize417

the delegator upon request and grant it to the delegatee.418

Mainly there are two types of delegation granularity: fine-419

grained and coarse-grained. Both of these methods have420

merits and demerits. The fine-grained method is commonly421

used to achieve the least privilege. However, it is error-prone422

and has certain large-scale usability issues. On the other423

hand, the coarse-grained systems violate the principle of least424

privilege.425

B. DELEGATION BY ACCESS426

CONTROL/AUTHORIZATION SERVER427

In this model, delegation from a resource owner to a client428

is performed via a server, e.g., an authorization server, that429

coordinates the delegation. There are several methods for430

interaction between the resource owner and this server. When431

a client needs access it communicates with such a server.432

Delegation by access control/authorization server is most433

often based on RBAC. This is to authorize users for specific434

tasks by performing fine-grained access. Here, the identity of435

the delegatee is considered an effective identity. For the end-436

to-end security of independent IP networks, protocols such as437
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TABLE 1. Strength and weakness of access control models

Access Control model Strength Weakness
DAC Flexibility-user can specify the permissions and con-

trols for his/her objects
Not well suitable in large-scale networks that requires
high level security

MAC Addresses decentralization of resource management
and scalability

Limited user flexibility in large networks

RBAC Provides user role based access Scalability issues with large amount of resources.
Flexibility issues with multiple admins

OrBAC Introduction of the organization dimension to RBAC Trust management issues
ABAC Address problems of the fine-grained user access

control.
Large scale user dynamic expansion

Privacy leakage on attribute submission

CapBAC Use of authorization tokens Limited identity management
UCON Supports access control in heterogeneous and dis-

tributed domains
Complex authorization management

TABLE 2. Classification of existing CPS and IoT authorization frameworks (to be extended with strengths and weaknesses in Table 3)

Authorization framework Authorization
governance

Access control
model

Sub-granting
model

Domain area

L. Seitz et al. (2013) [44] Centralized ABAC Delegation -
S. Cirani et al.(2015) [45] Centralized - Delegation -
S. Sciancalepore et al. (2017) [46] Centralized - Delegation -
S. Emerson et al. (2015) [47] Centralized - Delegation -
S. Chung et al. (2018) [48] Centralized - Delegation IoT cloud
P. Solapurkar (2016) [49] Centralized - Delegation Healthcare
S. Jonnada et al. (2018) [50] Centralized - Delegation Remote collaboration system
José L. Hernández-Ramos et al. (2015) [51] Centralized ABAC - Smart buildings
Marlon C. Domenech et al. (2016) [52] Centralized any - Web of Things
Sergio Gusmeroli et al. (2013) [40] Centralized CAPBAC - -
Ebinger P. et al. (2012) [53] Centralized ABAC - Smart metering
R. Hummen et al. (2014) [54] Centralized - Delegation IP based IoT
G. Sciarretta et al. (2016) [55] Centralized - Delegation Smart city mobile applications
V. Beltran and A. F. Skarmeta (2016) [56] Centralized - Delegation Constrained environment
F. Fernández et al. (2017) [57] Centralized RBAC Delegation -
A. Alshehri and R. Sandhu (2017) [58] Centralized ACL RBAC ABAC - Virtual object communication
Oscar Garcia-Morchon and Klaus Wehrle (2010)
[59]

Centralized RBAC - Medical sensor network

Ouaddah A. et al. (2017) [60] Decentralized RBAC - -
Guoping Zhang and Jiazheng Tian (2010) [61] Centralized RBAC - -
J. Jindou et al. (2012) [62] Centralized RBAC - Web of Things
Barka E. et al. (2015) [63] Centralized RBAC - Web of Things
O. J. A. Pinno et al. (2017) [64] Decentralized RBAC, ABAC,

CAPBAC, ORBAC,
UCON

- -

R. Neisse et al. (2014) [65] Centralized ABAC - -
D. Hussein et al. (2017) [66] Distributed CAPBAC - -
S. M. R. Islam et al. (2018) [67] Centralized CAPBAC - Healthcare
I. Ray et al. (2017) [68] Centralized ABAC - Healthcare
J. E. Kim et al. (2012) [69] Centralized ABAC - Smart home
Guoping and Wentao (2011) [70] Centralized UCON - -
Bouij-Pasquier I et al. (2015) [71] Centralized ORBAC - -
R. Xu et al. (2013) [72] Decentralized CAPBAC - -
A. Lohachab and Karambir (2018) [73] Centralized CAPBAC,UCON - -
Bruhadeshwar Bezawada et al. (2018) [74] Centralized ABAC - Smart home
Andersen M.P et al. (2017) [75] Decentralized - Delegation -
Shafagh et al. (2018) [76] Decentralized - Delegation -
A. F. Skarmeta et al. (2014) [77] Decentralized CAPBAC - -
N. Tapas et al. (2018) [78] Decentralized - Delegation -
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TABLE 3. Strength and weakness of existing authorization frameworks in CPS and IoT (same list as in Table 2)

Authorization framework Strength Weakness
L. Seitz et al. (2013) [44] Fine-grained and flexible access control Additional overload protection mechanisms
S. Cirani et al.(2015) [45] Performance evaluation using simulations are presented -
S. Sciancalepore et al. (2017) [46] Use of gateway for data collection and management of

access requests from third-party applications
-

S. Emerson et al. (2015) [47] Resistance to impersonation and replay attacks -
S. Chung et al. (2018) [48] Use of OAuth Authorization Code grant type to autho-

rize CoAP based devices
Evaluation results are not presented.

P. Solapurkar (2016) [49] Use JWT in OAuth2.0 JWT usage by gateways or third-party ap-
plications

S. Jonnada et al. (2018) [50] Use of OAuth to authorize remote workers for collabo-
ration

Security analysis is not provided

José L. Hernández-Ramos et al. (2015) [51] Security and performance results are presented -
Marlon C. Domenech et al. (2016) [52] Proof of Concept is provided and integrated with a real

case study
-

Sergio Gusmeroli et al. (2013) [40] Capability-based security approach for authorization us-
ing capability token

-

Ebinger P. et al. (2012) [53] Use of XACML improves user privacy Performance evaluation is not discussed.
R. Hummen et al. (2014) [54] Improves the feasibility of DTLS-protected communica-

tion
-

G. Sciarretta et al. (2016) [55] Resistance to impersonation and phishing attacks -
F. Fernández et al. (2017) [57] as-a-service access control mechanism is presented Performance evaluation is not presented.
A. Alshehri and R. Sandhu (2017) [58] Resistance to unauthorized access and privacy related

attacks
-

Oscar Garcia-Morchon and Klaus Wehrle
(2010) [59]

Pervasive health monitoring using access control Security evaluation and results are not pro-
vided.

Ouaddah A. et al. (2017) [60] Resistance to attacks on central server of the authoriza-
tion system

Performance measurement is not provided

Guoping Zhang and Jiazheng Tian (2010)
[61]

Capturing of security-relevant contextual information -

J. Jindou et al. (2012) [62] Extended RBAC model with user-role and permission-
role assignments

-

Barka E. et al. (2015) [63] Integration of RBAC in Web of Things Proof of Concept is not provided
O. J. A. Pinno et al. (2017) [64] Address the issue of token revocation -
R. Neisse et al. (2014) [65] Use MQTT security for IoT devices -
D. Hussein et al. (2017) [66] Access rights for a community of smart objects with the

proof of concept
-

S. M. R. Islam et al. (2018) [67] Introduction of security access token (SAT) Results and evaluation is not provided
I. Ray et al. (2017) [68] Use of NGAC with ABAC for access control policy

management
Performance evaluation is not discussed.

J. E. Kim et al. (2012) [69] Evaluation of access control in smart homes -
Guoping and Wentao (2011) [70] Services-Oriented Architecture (SOA) based security Practical easiness and feasibility is not pre-

sented
R. Xu et al. (2013) [72] Use of smart contracts to manage capability tokens -
A. Lohachab and Karambir (2018) [73] Integration of UCON in hybrid access control architec-

ture
-

Bruhadeshwar Bezawada et al. (2018) [74] Securing smart homes based on ABAC -
Andersen M.P et al. (2017) [75] Resistance to DDoS attack. Use of blockchain not to

store all data
-

Shafagh et al. (2018) [76] Cryptographically enforced access control service Usability considerations are open.
A. F. Skarmeta et al. (2014) [77] Design and evaluatio of a lightweight token along with

ECDSA
-

N. Tapas et al. (2018) [78] Primary evaluation and experiments results for average
time required is provided

-

Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) has been used438

in delegation systems. However, they are based on public-439

key cryptography which makes it less feasible for constrained440

devices.441

Rene Hummen et al. [54] proposed a new approach based442

on the session resumption mechanism, which is a delegation443

architecture for secure communication between independent444

IoT network domains. The system improves the feasibility of445

DTLS-protected communication. The main component of the446

delegation architecture is the delegation server (DS). Here,447

the DS provides a constrained device with the required secu-448

rity to participate in remote communication. Hence, when a449

new device enters the network, the delegation server imprints450

a master key into this new device and performs a certificate-451

based DTLS handshake with the remote endpoint on behalf452

of the device. Later, DS hand over the security part to the453

device.454

Giada Sciarretta et al. [55] presents a delegated autho-455

rization mechanism using OAuth 2.0 in smart city mobile456

applications. Here, the data owner delegates access to his/her457

resources to the client application.458

Similarly, Victoria and Antonio [56] discuss IoT delegated459

7
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access control. IoT devices access the available resources460

using the tokens in the form of an authorization pass. In that461

paper, the delegated access control over IoT devices relying462

on CoAP is discussed. The authentication server issues an463

access token to the client and the client uses this access token464

to request resources from the resource server. The resource465

server who trusts the authentication server trusts the client466

transitively.467

Sanaz Rahimi et al. [3] explains the security analysis of468

delegation-based authorization server in IoT systems. Ac-469

cording to them, the sensitive data in the delegation server470

can be lost and the server can be compromised by a DoS471

attack. They discuss the security loopholes such as unau-472

thorized access to master keys, transmission overhead, and473

communication latency.474

C. POWER OF ATTORNEY BASED AUTHORIZATION475

PoA based authorization is a self-contained authorization476

technique. Conventional PoAs are official paper documents477

signed by a person to grant his/her privileges to another per-478

son. Nowadays, PoAs are digital, where electronic signatures479

are used to sign [82].480

Here, the person or device that generates and signs the PoA481

is called the principal, and the device which receives it is482

called the agent. The principal authenticates themselves us-483

ing their public key certificate and signs the PoA using his/her484

private key and the agent at the other end uses the PoA after485

proper validation. This is a novel approach of authorization486

because, in traditional machine-to-machine communication,487

the devices use their own account to make use of privileges.488

A PoA typically expires and becomes invalid after a short489

time predefined by the principal.490

PoA based authorization model uses public-key cryptog-491

raphy, digital signatures, and the CA for the security of492

the entire signatory system. PoAs have several applications493

such as an agent collects mail from a post office on behalf494

of the principal, prescription medication at the pharmacy.495

Mainly PoAs are implemented to be used by devices with496

a reasonable amount of memory and computing power.497

With PoAs, the devices need not have a special account498

system, instead uses the owner’s account for a short time.499

In this system, they may use a signatory registry, which is500

a database to store PoAs and other data. This will make it501

easier to manage data storage and validation issues.502

Compared to delegation by access control/authorization503

server, PoAs are completely generic and self-contained docu-504

ments. Table 4 shows that the delegation-based authorization505

is primarily used for service-to-service communication and506

the new versions of OAuth-based delegation techniques are507

also used for micro service-to-micro service communication.508

On the other hand, PoA based authorization is mainly used509

for user-to-device and device-to-device communication. Both510

are similar in certain aspects that they can authorize on the511

user’s behalf.512

FIGURE 2. List of access management standards in IoT

Delegation-based authorization uses secure tokens for autho-513

rization. Here tokens are issued by authorization servers and514

are granted to appropriate users. On the other hand in PoA515

based authorization, PoAs are used to authorize a user or516

device. Here the PoA is generated by the owner/principal517

itself.518

Public key certificates are used in PoA based authorization,519

which is not discussed in the basic OAuth-based delegation520

systems. Both of these techniques involve control of expi-521

ration. For delegation-based, it is a token that expires after a522

short time. Similarly, PoAs also expires after the user-defined523

time, so stale PoAs will not remain active.524

In PoA based authorization, no public-private key en-525

cryption is carried out on the agent side. All the resource-526

consuming tasks such as PoA generation, validation, and527

execution are performed by the principal. In contrast, in a528

delegation-based authorization that is apt for resource con-529

strained devices, public-private key encryption is done on530

the client device which is costly and makes it less flexible.531

However, PoA-based authorization is not used for resource532

constrained devices. It is only used with CPS and IoT devices533

such as autonomous cars with adequate memory and CPU534

capacity.535

PoA based authorization is by nature decentralized since536

the PoAs are self-contained. The signatory registry can be537

either centralized or decentralized depending on the use case.538

It can use centralized third-party security techniques such as539

CA [82].540

IV. ACCESS MANAGEMENT STANDARDS541

One of the main components of Identity and Access Manage-542

ment (IAM) is the authorization. With the wide use of digital543

applications in the cloud, several access management stan-544

dards had been introduced in the past decades to solve iden-545

tity and access management challenges. Most of the access546

management standards are implemented based on certain547

access control models and delegation models. This section548

discusses different access management standards such as A)549

OAuth authorization, B) SAML and XACML, and C) NGAC550

[Fig. 2].551
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TABLE 4. Comparison of authorization models

Authorization
model

Communication Authorize on
user’s behalf

Public key
certificate

Encryption Tokens Control of
expiration

Strength(+) Weakness(-)

Basic
Authorization

User and User account No No No No No +Easy to deploy
-Vulnerable to most of the at-
tacks

Delegation
(OAuth)

Service-to-service
or
micro service-to micro
service

Yes No No Yes Yes +Make third-party services to
access resources securely
-Vulnerable to certain security
breaches

PoA User-to-device
or
device-to-device

Yes Yes Yes No Yes +Make device to access re-
sources on behalf of the princi-
pal using PoA
-Not suitable with resource
constrained devices

A. OAUTH AUTHORIZATION552

OAuth is a popular authorization standard that falls under553

the second dimension of our classification; delegation-based554

authorization of sub-granting models (section III). OAuth555

enables a third-party service to access the user resources with556

limited features on the user’s behalf [83] [84] [85]. Here, user557

is the person who owns the resource or can be referred to558

as the resource owner. The third party application/service559

(client) is the application that requires and requests the re-560

sources on behalf of the resource owner or user. Here, we561

also use the term consumer that refers to the person or third562

party application that consumes the resources on behalf of563

the resource owner.564

OAuth is used for secure authorization between various565

CPS and IoT applications and services and is based on the566

Representational State Transfer (REST) web architecture.567

OAuth authorizes the identity of both client (third party)568

and the actual resource owner before providing access to the569

server-hosted user resources using OAuth tokens.570

The access tokens issued by the AS (Authorization Server)571

contain information on the grant’s scope, expiration, and572

other attributes. Mainly, there are specifications namely,573

OAuth 2.0: Bearer Token Usage and OAuth 2.0 Message574

Authentication Code (MAC) Token. The MAC is more secure575

than the bearer token. However, most of the clients use bearer576

tokens due to their simplicity. The access tokens will expire577

after a short time. To obtain new access tokens, refresh tokens578

are used, which are stored securely on the client-side.579

Seung-Hwa Chung [48] describes a pragmatic approach580

for IoT-device authorization in the cloud using the OAuth581

mechanism. In the OAuth 2.0 framework, there are four582

different types of authorization grants. First, Authorization583

code type: here access token is generated based on the com-584

munication between the client and the authorization server.585

Second, Implicit type: here, the client can directly access586

the authorization server for the access-token. Third, Resource587

Owner Password Credential type: here, the client submits the588

user ID and password as an authorization grant. Last, Client589

Credentials type: here, the authorization server trusts the590

client and delegates all the authorization control to the client.591

[48] make use of the Authorization Code type to authorize592

the CoAP based device.593

Simone Cirami et al. [45] discuss OAuth using tokens594

that contain the ID of both user and consumer, here the595

user issues tokens to consumers to access user information596

on his/her behalf. It is an external authorization mechanism597

that smart objects invoke to conduct authorization checks598

to reach sensitive information. The newer version OAuth599

2.0 reduces the client developer complexity compared to its600

earlier version OAuth 1.0.601

Feng Yang and Sathyamoorthy [86] discuss various secu-602

rity loopholes in the OAuth 2.0 framework. According to603

them, the authorization endpoint is vulnerable to phishing604

attacks if TLS is not chosen for the implementation.605

According to Francisco and Keren P Lewison [87], OAuth606

is a double redirection protocol, which opens several vul-607

nerabilities. In OAuth, the application redirects the browser608

into a third-party authentication endpoint and again the ap-609

plication redirects the browser to a callback endpoint of the610

application. Here, if the third-party authorization endpoint is611

not protected with TLS, it is vulnerable to a phishing attack.612

Suhas Pai [88] successfully discovers the known security613

vulnerability in OAuth using alloy analyzer. They use the614

knowledge flow analysis technique to verify security proto-615

cols, especially authentication protocols. Here, the known se-616

curity vulnerability is regarding the client credentials stored617

on a desktop. According to Ryan Paul [89], a trained hacker618

can reverse engineer the code to access the client’s creden-619

tials.620

The security issues in OAuth are discovered and evaluated621

in several other works. The common web application vulner-622

abilities such as cross-site request forgery, open redirectors623

are discussed by Chetan Bansal et al. [90].624

A formal analysis covering all four OAuth grant types625

(authorization code grant, implicit grant, resource owner626

password credentials grant, and the client credentials grant)627

is discussed by D. Fett et al. [91]. They discover attacks such628

as the 307 redirect attack, Idp mix-up attack, state leak attack,629

and naive RP session integrity attack.630

Savio [46] presents the OAuth-IoT framework for access631

control of resources in the IoT domain. The key element here632

is the gateway, which collects information from resource con-633

strained devices and controls access requests from third-party634

applications through the OAuth 2.0 authorization framework.635
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Srikanth [50] defines a system named Collaborative Ap-636

pliance for Remote-help (CARE) that allows remote workers637

to access the IoT devices to fix the issues within the devices.638

CARE uses OAuth to authorize the remote workers. Accord-639

ing to this model, the worker is the OAuth resource owner640

and the helper is the OAuth client.641

Shami et al. [47] propose an approach to use the OAuth 2.0642

protocol to provide secure authentication and authorization643

in IoT networks. The paper aims to efficiently manage the644

access control of IoT with the use of a security manager. It645

consists of two steps: both authentication and authorization.646

Here, in the authorization process, two entities are involved;647

ie, the security manager and service provider. The user who648

tries to access IoT networks is redirected to the security man-649

ager, who in turn gets redirected to the service provider and650

is provided with an authorization code. This code along with651

the client id is used by the security manager to request the652

access token. With this approach, the IoT network manager653

controls user access using the OAuth protocol.654

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Authentication655

and Authorization for Constrained Environments (ACE)656

working group [92] extends authorization to IoT devices657

using OAuth 2.0. Here, OAuth 2.0 is used along with CoAP658

and Concise Binary Object Representation (CBOR) instead659

of JSON.660

Solapurker [49] discusses a new approach of authentica-661

tion in the healthcare system using OAuth 2.0 by removing662

the storage overhead of refresh tokens. Instead of refresh663

tokens, they use the JWT token to obtain the access token664

anytime when needed. JWT token includes details like issuer,665

audience, subject, expiration, etc.666

B. SECURITY ASSERTION MARKUP LANGUAGE AND667

EXTENSIBLE ACCESS CONTROL MARKUP LANGUAGE668

SAML and XACML, defined by OASIS, are often used in669

combination to address different problems, that falls under670

the first dimension of our classification; ABAC in access671

control models section (section II).672

SAML is an XML-based framework for exchanging au-673

thorization, identity, authentication, attribute related security674

information between entities. The terms subject and princi-675

pal are interchangeably used to represent SAML assertions.676

These assertions are made by asserting parties or SAML677

authorities. He/she can be a user running the web browser678

with SAML enabled application. The primary use-case of679

SAML is multi-domain Single-Sign-On (SSO). The SSO is680

defined using the SAML roles called Identity Provider (IdP)681

and Service Provider (SP) [97]. SAML can support different682

access control models such as ABAC and RBAC.683

XACML language that define ABAC policies is an XML-684

based language that defines requests, responses, and policies685

for secure communication [98]. In XACML, access control686

is defined based on ABAC. Various attributes such as subject687

attributes, resource attributes, and environmental attributes688

are used for the access control [51].689

T. Gross [99] presents a security analysis of the most690

important use-case of SAML, SSO. They discover security691

loopholes that cause attacks on the protocol. The various692

attacks involve man-in-the-middle attacks, attacks by infor-693

mation leakage, and message replay/connection hijacking.694

According to Francisco Corella [87], SAML is vulnerable695

to impersonation attacks. They categorize SAML into dou-696

ble redirection protocol and defines the loophole. However,697

SAML along with XACML seems to be used in several IoT698

applications for authorization purposes.699

According to Chongshan Ran and Guili Guo [100], the700

traditional XACML access control mechanism is not suffi-701

ciently secure. The major security components in XACML702

such as Policy Administration Point (PAP), Policy Decision703

Point (PDP), and Policy Information Point (PIP) are inter-704

dependent. This may result in threats such as unauthorized705

information disclosure and thereby losses message integrity.706

According to Juan Deng et al. [101], XACML does not707

support a common class of security policies called security708

automata (SA). They validated security using validation tools709

such as Casper and FDR. To make XACML more secure,710

they propose a mechanism where XACML is extended to711

support SA.712

However, the survey done by Aaff Ouaddah [23] points713

out the use of XACML access control policies in IoT to solve714

several issues related to interoperability, content awareness,715

and granularity.716

An Adaptive Risk-Based Control (AdRBAC) for IoT using717

XACML is proposed by Hany F. et al. [95]. They evaluate718

various other efficient languages and consider XACML to be719

the best for access control in IoT.720

Peter Ebinger [53] proposes a smart metering ecosystem721

for sustainable energy consumption. Here, XACML is used722

to design access control policies to manage access requests to723

sensor data or actuators. The use of XACML improves user724

privacy in smart grids. Similarly, an XACML-based access725

control architecture and design are implemented by Ji Eun726

Kim [69].727

Recently Lalla Amina et al. [94] proposes an access con-728

trol system for IoT using XACML. They try to assign the729

XACML module to each node or device in IoT networks to730

manage the access requests.731

Jose L.H [51] proposes an ARM-compliant IoT security732

framework on smart buildings. They extend the city explorer733

platform with discovery and security mechanisms. Here,734

the authorization decisions based on access control policies735

are adopted using SAML and XACML. Here, the authenti-736

cation manager who authenticates users to access services737

and devices in the smart building is based on SAML. The738

authentication manager uses SAML to generate and deliver739

authentication assertions to authorized users. The authoriza-740

tion decisions are made using XACML, which acts here as a741

standard language for access control policies.742

Marlon [52] presents a security infrastructure for the Web743

of Things (WoT) (AA14WoT) which enables SSO for users744

and devices. The authentication and authorization are based745
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TABLE 5. Analysis of existing authorization frameworks in CPS and IoT based on access management standards

Authorization framework in IoT Authorization standards Authorization
protocol

Domain area

OAuth XACML SAML NGAC
L. Seitz et al. (2013) [44] yes yes CoAP -
S. Cirani et al.(2015) [45] yes HTTP/CoAP -
A. Niruntasukrat et al. (2016) [93] yes MQTT -
S. Sciancalepore et al. (2017) [46] yes CoAP, HTTP -
S. Emerson et al. (2015) [47] yes - -
S. Chung et al. (2018) [48] yes CoAP -
P. Solapurkar (2016) [49] yes HTTP Healthcare
S. Jonnada et al. (2018) [50] yes HTTP Remote collaboration systems
José L. Hernández-Ramos et al. (2015) [51] yes yes CoAP, HTTPS Smart buildings
Marlon C. Domenech et al. (2016) [52] yes yes HTTP/HTTPS Web of Things
Sergio Gusmeroli et al. (2013) [40] yes yes HTTP -
Ebinger P. et al. (2012) [53] yes - Smart metering
J. E. Kim et al. (2012) [69] yes - Smart homes
L. A. Charaf et al. (2020) [94] yes - -
Atlam et al. (2018) [95] yes - -
Bruhadeshwar Bezawada et al. (2018) [74] yes - Smart homes
K. K. Kolluru et al.(2018) [96] yes CoAP IIoT (district heating)
I. Ray et al. (2017) [75] yes - Healthcare

on SAML and XACML. The solution is appropriate for746

cross-domain M2M applications. The SAML active client747

component of AA14WoT is the software component that748

implements SAML.749

Identity Provider (IdP) is the other important compo-750

nent that authenticates the user and device, also performing751

SAML assertion validations. The infrastructure is flexible752

with the implementation of different access control models753

using XACML and the interoperability among entities using754

different models are made using SAML.755

Sergio [40] proposes a capability-based security approach756

for authorization and access control mechanisms in IoT.757

Here, the capability token’s elements are SAML/XACML758

based. This approach can be used by enterprises and indi-759

viduals to manage access control processes.760

C. NEXT GENERATION ACCESS CONTROL761

NGAC is the next-generation access control policy intro-762

duced by NIST, that falls under the first dimension of our763

classification; ABAC in access control models (section II).764

In NGAC, the access control functionality of data services765

is almost completely separated from the operating environ-766

ments. The basic elements of NGAC are users, objects, and,767

operations.768

NGAC standard structure consists of Policy Enforcement769

Point (PEP) which handles the user/device request, Policy770

Decision Point (PDP) which decides the access and privi-771

leges, and Policy Information Point (PIP) where the elements772

and relations for decision making are stored [96].773

NGAC is similar to XACML because they both use ABAC.774

However, they are different in various aspects. The degree775

of separation of access control logic from operating en-776

vironments and operational efficiency is more for NGAC777

compared to XACML. Because of the inheritance of XML778

benefits and drawbacks in XACML, its ability for attribute779

and policy management is poor compared to the relations-780

based NGAC standard. Besides, NGAC is more flexible in781

implementing DAC policies compared to XACML [102].782

NGAC is compatible with authorization in the IoT frame-783

work, which is discussed in several works. Bruhadeshwar784

Bezawada et al. [74] proposes an ABAC mechanism to secure785

home IoT environments using NGAC. NGAC is considered786

for the home IoT environment because of the highly contex-787

tual and dynamic environment of the home IoT environment.788

Here, the security challenges such as home user awareness,789

DDoS attacks are addressed by populating each user’s at-790

tributes according to ABAC into the policy information point791

(PIP) of NGAC.792

K. K. Kolluru et al. [96] uses ABAC to define access793

control policies using the NGAC standard. They selected794

NGAC over XACML, because of the complex nature of795

XACML. Here, IoT devices are authorized using the NGAC,796

and the entire authorization system is integrated with the797

arrowhead framework [96] for precise access control for the798

IoT devices. The authorization system is tested using a simple799

district heating use case and infer the compatibility of NGAC800

for authorization in IoT devices.801

I. Ray et al. [68] use ABAC with NGAC for policy802

management in healthcare systems. NGAC separates the803

access control logic from different operating environments,804

which makes it the most IoT-compatible standard of ABAC805

authorization.806

In Table 5 we analyze different existing authorization807

frameworks in CPS and IoT based on access management808

standards along with different authorization protocols such809

as Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Constrained Appli-810

cation Protocol (CoAP), and Message Queuing Telemetry811

Transport (MQTT) and also discuss the use of different812

access management standards in different domain areas.813
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V. AUTHORIZATION GOVERNANCE814

The third dimension of our classification is authorization815

governance. The different types of authorization governance816

are centralized and decentralized.817

A. CENTRALIZED MODEL818

The centralized authorization technique is the most common819

and traditional authorization governance approach. In this820

system, there is a central authority such as an administrator,821

who controls and manages the entire authorization system.822

Most of the traditional access control models discussed in823

section II are based on centralized governance [24]. The824

delegation-based authorization discussed in section III and825

the delegation-based authorization standard OAuth are exam-826

ples of centralized authorization techniques.827

B. DECENTRALIZED MODEL828

The decentralization was introduced early by the start of829

internet in its most aspects and applications such as email,830

ftp, and world wide web. Later, the introduction of cloud831

took us into centralization, where each cloud sources are832

governed by specific centralized systems. The decentraliza-833

tion of authorization techniques does not rely on the tradi-834

tional central authority of authorization. Here, anyone in the835

network can delegate their permissions autonomously with-836

out the need for a central administrator. The early private-837

public key frameworks such as PGP were also completely838

decentralized [103]. Later some central trust was added by839

introducing CA into this, effectively combining decentral-840

ized operation with centralized trust through the authentica-841

tion/authorization server(s).842

Recently there is a move towards decentralization of these843

servers/services. The decentralized authorization addresses844

problems such as a single attack on the main centralized845

server in traditional authorization systems which makes the846

entire network vulnerable and the ability of the central au-847

thority in the traditional authorization system to view all the848

permissions in the system [75].849

The security schemes such as encryption, public key cer-850

tificate, multi-tier authentication, lightweight authentication,851

ID-based authentication are used to protect applications from852

attacks such as DoS attack, Man-in-the-middle attack, insider853

attack, eavesdropping, forgery, impersonation, insider attack,854

replay, and timing attacks. Although, decentralization can855

address these attacks in a more effective way [104].856

Shafagh et al. [76] present a decentralized authorization857

system with a cryptographically enforced access control ser-858

vice called Droplet. They discuss the existing approaches859

and their limitations. For instance, end-to-end encryption860

using a third party’s public results in hard-coded access861

control, which is not suitable for fine-grained access control862

especially with high-volume data streams. Another current863

approach is ABAC, which is not cost-effective when consid-864

ering a large volume of data.865

VI. OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS866

Our paper studies and analyses various authorization tech-867

niques based on our three-dimensional classification of ac-868

cess control models, sub-granting models and authorization869

governance in CPS and IoT ecosystems with use-cases in the870

industrial context that involves mobility, subcontractors, and871

autonomous machines that are not resource-constrained and872

are able to carry out advanced tasks on behalf of others.873

Access control models are one of the major key security874

systems related to authorization. We analyze and evaluates875

the importance of access control models in authorization876

systems in section II. Table 1 provides a comparative study877

of different access control models based on their strengths878

and weaknesses.879

Besides, Table 2 shows a comprehensive analysis of dif-880

ferent access control models along with sub-granting models,881

centralized/decentralized approaches in previously proposed882

authorization frameworks.883

According to the table, most of the centralized approaches884

rely on traditional access control models such as RBAC885

and ABAC. Most of the decentralized platforms that we886

have evaluated make use of the CAPBAC model, which is887

a token-based authorization model. Table 3 extends Table 2888

by providing the strengths and weaknesses of the existing889

authorization frameworks.890

Section III that defines sub-granting models such as891

delegation-based authorization and PoA-based authorization892

is the main focus of this paper. We use Table 5 to show893

that delegation-based authorization is commonly applicable894

in IoT applications using OAuth. Most articles do not address895

the particular IoT domain in which OAuth is used. Besides,896

they propose OAuth-based authorization models be applied897

to most smart networks.898

Along with the conventional delegation-based authoriza-899

tions that are increasing in the field of CPS and IoT, newer900

sub-granting models using PoA are also discussed in this pa-901

per. We compare and evaluate different sub-granting models902

using metrics such as type of authorization, communication903

type, tokens, control of expiration, and public key certificate.904

Besides, we provide an analysis based on its strengths and905

weaknesses (Table 4). The PoA based authorization approach906

is different from delegation based authorization techniques in907

various aspects as described in section III. However, it does908

have similarities with OAuth-based delegation, see Table 4.909

We survey OAuth and a range of other authorization910

standards such as SAML, XACML, and NGAC to evaluate911

the standards used in different CPS and IoT frameworks912

and to analyze the compatibility of different standards and913

techniques in different CPS and IoT applications domains.914

The SAML, XACML, and NGAC are used in specific domain915

areas, such as a smart house, smart metering, smart building,916

healthcare, etc. The different technologies that we surveyed917

in this paper can be used in a combination for better security918

and usability. The SAML and XACML are used together to919

build better authorization frameworks. Section IV B explains920
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more about both SAML and XACML and how they are921

combined in different works.922

The different types of authorization governance that we923

discussed in this paper are centralized and decentralized.924

OAuth-based delegation authorization is mostly used in a925

centralized environment. However, there are several ap-926

proaches based on decentralized delegation-based authoriza-927

tion. The PoA based approach can be categorized into a928

decentralized approach because the PoAs are independent929

documents and not relying on a centralized server. However,930

the use of a centralized signatory registry and third-party CA931

makes it partially centralized.932

There are still open research issues on PoA-based systems.933

Details on PoA syntax and semantics are needed, and proto-934

col(s) to carry them should be proposed based on suitable935

standards. Also, some proof of concept including integration936

of security principles are needed. In a fully decentralized937

operation, the principal generates the PoA and sends it to938

the agent and the agent submits it to the resource provider,939

so all these parties to various degrees must be capable of940

understanding and processing PoAs. Especially the resource941

provider must be able to provide access according to the PoA942

in cases where it could offer more information than what is943

defined/restricted in the PoA by the principal. Solutions to944

easily deploy such functionality is needed. Also, the signa-945

tory registry could be defined for storage of PoAs and to act946

as a third-party trust authority (making the solution partially947

centralized).948

There are also open research issues related to the standards949

we covered. OAuth mentions certain processes to be out of950

scope, meaning that they have to be solved by extending951

the features. In the future, delegation-based authorization can952

be done in different ways in different situations. In addition953

to the use of a single access token, multiples access tokens954

for specific deployments are also possible. Access token955

management to manage the access tokens by providing a956

management URL that manages token revocation, rotation,957

etc. requires further studies. Moreover, future work is needed958

in terms of privacy and security considerations [105]. Cer-959

tain vulnerabilities in well-deployed standards, protocols,960

and authorization mechanisms are still exploitable. Newer961

mechanisms are needed to analyze and correct these vulnera-962

bilities. There is a trade-off with increased security in certain963

standards and techniques that can lead to less flexibility and964

scalability.965

VII. CONCLUSION966

In this paper, we survey different authorization techniques967

in IoT with non-resource constrained devices based on968

our three-dimensional classification, including access control969

models, sub-granting models, and authorization governance.970

Here, we have studied the authorization techniques with re-971

spect to two different contributions: (i) general contributions972

and (ii) special contributions. In general contributions, we973

provide a high-level evaluation of access control models974

including an analysis of strengths the weaknesses of dif-975

ferent approaches and the access management standards on976

the basis of our three-dimensional classification. In special977

contributions, we have described the sub-granting techniques978

and the newer PoA based authorization. We study, analyze,979

and compare different sub-granting models with the PoA980

based authorizations using metrics such as type of authoriza-981

tion, communication type, tokens, control of expiration, and982

public key certificate. We also provide a comparison of the983

benefits and drawbacks of different authorization governance984

such as centralized and decentralized approaches. Our obser-985

vations and analysis (section VI), provide a summary of the986

findings and some open research issues.987
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